Traffic light system
GREEN DAYs

What is the traffic light system?
Student Council looked at the behaviour policy and brainstormed what
we liked and what we wanted to change.
We wanted to make our behaviour policy really positive so we each
made suggestions.
We decided on a traffic light system called ‘Green Days’

What happens First?
Every day, everyone has their name on the
green traffic light.
 Everyone has to work together to stay on
the green side- this is a green day


What happens if you get a warning?
If you do something that is not
demonstrating the right behaviour you will
be given an oral warning.
 If you continue to not follow instructions or
misbehave, you will have your name moved
to amber.
 If you correct your behaviour you will move
back to green.
 You can still have a green day if you move
back from Amber.
 However, if more than one person moves to
Amber, you cannot have a green day.


What happens if you move to red?
If you move to red then you will get a
time out
 However, if you rectify your behaviour
you will be able to go back to amber then
green
 If you get a red warning then your class
cannot have a green day.
 If the same person stops the class from
having a green day, they will have to speak
to Mrs Vassiliou or Mrs Yarwood.


What happens at the end of the
week?
On a Friday, each class’ Student Council
members will count up how many green
days they had.
 They will fill in a chart in the hall each
week.
 At the end of each term, the class with
the most green days wins a prize.
 This can be a trip out, a party, games/toys
for your class, a non uniform day etc.


